
COUNCIL

Report of: Director of Development

Date:   20 July 2017

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICY ISSUE

PLANNING APPLICATION 16/0122/PA - KILN PARK HOLIDAY CENTRE, MARSH 
ROAD, TENBY

REDEVELOPMENT & RELOCATION OF 117 EXISTING BASES & CREATION OF 
58 ADDITIONAL BASES FOR VISITOR STATIC CARAVANS; REDUCTION IN 
NUMBER OF TOURING & TENT PITCHES; REMOVAL OF 11 EXISTING STAFF 
CARAVANS & THEIR UTILITY CONNECTIONS; DEMOLITION OF SHOP (AND 
RELOCATION TO ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX) & REMOVAL OF 
LAUNDRETTE; RELOCATION OF MAINTENANCE BLOCK & SERVICE YARD; 
REMOVAL OF CAR PARKING SPACES TOTALLING 94 SPACES & CREATION 
OF CAR PARK SPACES TOTALLING 138 SPACES; UPGRADING OF 
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO THE PARK & RIDE FOR ACCESS INTO THE TOWN 
CENTRE; WORKS TO & EXTENSION OF EXISTING ATTENUATION POND; 
REMOVAL OF CRAZY GOLF FACILITY; RELOCATION OF PLAY AREA & 
ASSOCIATED LANDSCAPING, DRAINAGE & ACCESS INFRASTRUCTURE 
WORKS

At its meeting on 25th April 2017, the Planning and Rights of Way Committee 
resolved to grant planning permission, for that part of the proposed development that 
is within Pembrokeshire County Council jurisdiction, subject to planning conditions (a 
copy of the committee report is enclosed as Appendix A). The committee resolution 
was consistent with the recommendation of the Director of Development.

Most of Kiln Park falls within the National Park and is thus within the Pembrokeshire 
Coast National Park Authority jurisdiction for planning purposes. However part of the 
site falls within the jurisdiction of PCC and proposed development within this area is 
the subject of the planning application.  Proposed development within PCC 
jurisdiction comprises the removal of 5 existing visitor static caravan bases to create 
a relocated maintenance area and provide two large staff caravan bases; the 
removal of an area currently used for tent pitches/open space and 11 staff static 
caravans to be replaced with 22 static caravan bases for visitors; and the relocation 
of the on-site supermarket.   A separate application for that part of the proposed 
development that is within the National Park has been approved by the National Park 
Authority.  



The application is considered to be a “departure‟ from the Local Development Plan, 
specifically conflicting with policy GN.19 (because the proposal involves an increase 
in the number of static pitches outside of a settlement and the upgrading of touring to 
static pitches within a community where such an upgrade is not normally  
supported),   policies GN.26 and SP 16 relating to controlling residential 
development in the countryside (because the staff static caravan bases would 
support a residential use in the countryside) and policy GN.38 relating to the historic 
environment (because historic buildings would not be protected albeit that adverse 
effects would be very limited).

However, the weight to be accorded to other planning considerations is considered 
to be sufficiently material to overcome the conflict with these policies (subject to 
planning conditions).   The proposed two large staff static caravan bases would 
replace 11 existing staff static caravan bases.  There would be overall environmental 
and visual enhancement across the Park.  The site is adjacent to Tenby town at a 
relatively sustainable location and an existing informal pedestrian route into Tenby 
would be improved.  There would be betterment in terms of flood risk.  There would 
also be socio – economic benefits and a net reduction in overall pitches.  

In light of the above matters, the Director of Development recommended that 
planning permission be approved and the Planning & Rights of Way resolved to 
approve planning permission (subject to the recommended planning conditions).   As 
a “departure”, the application is referred to Council for final determination. 

 
RECOMMENDATION:

That the Council endorse the resolution of the Planning and Rights of Way 
Committee and grant planning permission subject to the recommended planning 
conditions 

___________________________________________________________________

Background Documents: 

As referenced in the original report to the Planning and Rights of Way Committee 
(Appendix A)


